
REAL TIME 
YARD VIEW

C3 Yard

Since its founding in 2000, C3 
has gained the confidence of 
clients around the world and 
across many industries:

Because your
industry is unique

ROI

• Grocery
• Retail
• Parcel Post
• Manufacturing
• Transportation / Logistics

What to expect
• 25% Reduction in yard trucks

• 30% Increase in dock

...productivity

• 90% Reduction in detention

...fees

• 25% Increase in driver

...productivity

• 15% Reduction in fleet trailers

• ROI in less than 12 months

Maximum Efficiency - Highly Automated

YARD MANAGEMENT

on yard and improve operational processes.

Gain visibility
now what inventory is sitting in the yard and 
where. Provides visibility down to the SKU level.

Improve inventory management

avoid double handling, reduce congestion at docks 
and optimize door utilization.

Improve dock management

monitor trailer dwell time and automatically notify 
carriers as trailers become available.

Drastically reduce detention costs

reduce trailer fleet, reduce number of required yard 
truck drivers (shunters) and maximize their efficiency.

Optimize task assignment
and the use of resources

in WMS, TMS and ERP systems - C3 Yard can be 
integrated to communicate with other supply chain 
systems.

Maximize investment

C3 Yard helps plan daily DC activities to ensure 
on-time deliveries.

Exceed customer service levels

Cloud-based - Working for you 24/7

YOUR MAIN BENEFITS

 WORLDWIDE
PRESENCE



that allows 
customers to 
manage their yard 
operations at the 
enterprise level.

Multi-site 
system

offering simplified screen 
& streamlined process 
involving pre-arrival 
visibility, gate pass 
printing, regulatory and 
safety checks 
enforcement and 
intelligent trailer putaway 
functions.

Gatehouse 
management

including drag and 
drop shunter task 
creation and 
business rules.

User friendly 
features

on yard activity: colour-
codes, zoom function, 
complete yard inventory, 
and one-click access to 
vehicle details and 
history.

Real time 
visibility

to reflect unique 
business processes, 
specific terminology 
and data requirements.

Configurable 
screens

through automated task 
assignment and optimized 
trailer movements. 
C3 Yard's mobile shunter 
provides clear instructions 
to yard drivers and tracks 
the execution.

Shunter process
optimization

to efficiently manage 
your dock doors and 
increase your yard 
throughput.

Dock 
scheduling

C3 Yard’s provides the ability to automate your yard operations. It will manage your gates, provide visibility on 
trailers and shipments and will dramatically increase the productivity of your yard drivers and dock workers. 
Because of our scalable so�ware design, features can be added as your operations grow.

C3 YARD HIGHLIGHTS

C3 Yard
YARD MANAGEMENT

Intuitive Gate Screen

Powerful Reporting 
Capabilities

MOBILE: 
ANYWHERE, ANYTIME

LET’S GET STARTED
Let us show you what C3 Yard

can do for your business.

Visit us at c3solutions.com

for time-sensitive 
events requiring your 
attention (e.g. idle 
shunter drivers, late 
arrivals / departures, 
refused shunter tasks, 
trailers sitting at door 
for too long, etc.).

Exception 
alerts to other supply chain 

systems such as TMS 
and WMS for 
increased automation 
and extended 
visibility.

Integration

that drive yard 
operations based on 
unique yard processes.

Business 
rules engines 
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